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Crow Scout by Haynes 

 

1- Haynes, Frank Jay. Grey Bear. Saint Paul, MN: 

Haynes Picture Shops, (c.1885). Silver gelatin 

photograph [42 cm x 30 cm] under a gray mat and in 

an attractive modern wooden frame [64 cm x 51 cm] 

'Haynes Yellowstone Park' blind stamped at the 

lower right corner. Haynes number manuscript on 

the reverse (27651). Brass plaque beneath image 

"Grey Bear - by F.J. Haynes." Image has strong 

contrasts. Fine. 

Striking image of Grey Bear who was a Crow scout 

with General Terry. 

This photograph was produced by Jack Haynes 

c.1927, purportedly to be sold in the Yellowstone 

Park stores, which the Haynes family operated. Jack 

Haynes produced this photograph from the negative 

of his father, originally generated by F. Jay Haynes 

c.1885. 

Frank J. Haynes (1853-1921) was employed by the 

Northern Pacific RR in 1875 to take pictures along 

their route from Minnesota to the West Coast for 

advertising and promotional purposes. From 1884 

through 1915 Haynes operated a lucrative service 

industry in Yellowstone National Park making and 

selling souvenir photographs, taking pictures of tour 

parties, and publishing graphic souvenirs. F. Jay 

Haynes was known as the "Official Park 

Photographer." 

Jack Ellis Haynes (1884-1962) began working in the family photographic business at a relatively young 

age and toward the end of 1916 he formally bought out his father's interest in the Yellowstone 

photography business and was awarded sole right to produce pictorial souvenirs. An accomplished 

photographer in his own right, Jack operated the park concessions and Saint Paul studios under the 

name 'J.E. Haynes' and then 'Haynes Inc.' (1937-1945). In 1945 Jack and Isabel moved the base of 

operations to Bozeman, and established Haynes Studios Inc 

$2,000 

 

 



Chromolithograph of the Route of the Mormon Pioneers 

 

 

 

2- Millroy & Hayes. Route of the Mormon Pioneers from Nauvoo to Great Salt Lake. Salt Lake City: 

Millroy & Hayes, 1899. Chromolithograph [35.5 cm x 105 cm] in period (original?) gilt frame [45 cm x 116 

cm] with wood backing. Minor wear to the image with a short (3 cm) closed tear at the foot near the 

center. Overall bright and nice. This has not been examined out of the frame. 

This is the large Millroy & Hayes (not to be confused with the smaller New Wilson Hotel version) and is 

uncommon. This is the rarer companion piece to John Hafen’s Pioneer Camp of the Saints’  

Captivating map of the Mormon Trail from Nauvoo, Illinois, to the Great Salt Lake, with depictions of the 

physical features of the countryside, the mountains, rivers, waterfalls, trees, etc. Also, wagons and 

trekkers on the trail, Indian encampments, buffalo, and more. 

A truly marvelous depiction of one of the great episodes in American history, produced to commemorate 

the 50th anniversary of the journey. This detailed image was produced with the aid of Apostle Franklin D. 

Richards, the church historian, in 1899. Rare. Graff 3585.   

$4,350 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Panorama of the Hawaiian Temple 

 

 

 

3- Lind, Leslie A. [LDS Church] [Hawaii]. [Laie] Hawaii Temple Panorama. (c.1919). Panorama 

photograph [23 cm x 81.5 cm] on printing out paper in a nice gilt edged contemporary wooden frame 

[27 cm x 84 cm]. This has been examined out of the frame. There are no photographer marks on either 

side. 

Lovely hand-tinted panoramic view of Laie Temple, likely to coincide with the dedication as the grounds 

look newly done and the shrubs look freshly planted. The area to either side of the grounds is 

undeveloped. 

The Laie Temple is the fifth oldest operating LDS temple and the first built out of the contiguous United 

States. The architects, Hyrum Pope and Harold Burton, designed it in the style of Solomon's Temple with 

no spire. 

"May all who come upon the grounds which surround this temple, in the years to come, whether 

members of the Church or not, feel the sweet and peaceful influence of this blessed hollowed spot." - 

from the dedicatory prayer.   

$1,500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CDV of Fremont by Brady 

 

 

 

4- Brady, Mathew B. John Charles Fremont. New York: E.&H.T. Anthony, (c.1861). Carte de visite. 

Albumen [8.5 cm x 5.5 cm] photograph on the original cream colored mount [10 cm x 6 cm] with a gilt 

border. Backstamp of E. & H.T. Anthony on reverse, noting the image was "From Photographic Negative, 

from Brady's National Portrait Gallery." Cancelled two cent stamp on the reverse. Identified in pencil in 

the lower margin on the front and again on the reverse. 

Though best known for accomplishments exploring the American West in the 1840's, and for being the 

first Republican Party candidate for president, Fremont served briefly at the outset of the Civil War, with 

little distinction, and resigned his commission in the summer of 1862. Mathew Brady's Civil War 

negatives fell into the hands of Anthony when he defaulted on payment for photographic supplies, and 

many of his most famous images were published by the Anthony firm.   

$875 

 



Fremont Report with Maps 

 

5- Fremont, John Charles. Report of the Exploring Expedition to 

the Rocky Mountains in the Year 1842, and to Northern 

California in the Years 1843-'44. Washington DC: Gales & Seaton, 

1845. First Edition, Senate Issue. 693pp. Octavo [23.5 cm] Brown 

cloth with blind stamped boards and the title gilt stamped on the 

backstrip. General overall wear with bookplate on the front 

pastedown and a handful of ownership and lending library marks. 

Rear pocket for map is splitting at foot. Minor repair to hinges. 

Large Preuss map is present in the rear pocket and shows minor 

wear. 

Major work of western exploration and one of the most influential 

Americana books ever printed. The large Charles Preuss map at 

the rear may be one of the most important Western maps ever 

and became the standard for decades. Complete with all five maps 

and 22 plates. Wagner/Camp 115:1. Auerbach 453. Howes F370. 

Sabin 25845. Streeter 3131. Best of the West: 86. Zamorano 39. 

Eberstadt 137: 195. Wheat 497. Moffatt 12.   

$1,675 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



When Richard Met Brigham 

 

6- Burton, Richard F. The City of the Saints, and Across the 

Rocky Mountains to California. New York: Harper and 

Brothers, Publishers, 1862. First American Edition. 574pp. 

Octavo [24 cm] Brown cloth with decorative blind stamped 

boards with the title gilt stamped on the backstrip. Near fine. 

Complete with both fold-outs. Internally fine. 

A very nice copy of this classic travel narrative, of Burton's visit 

to Brigham Young's Salt Lake.  

"An outstanding narrative of Western travel published in 

London, 1861, (perhaps more often seen in the New York, 1862, 

edition) is Richard F. Burton's 'The City of the Saints and across 

the Rocky Mountains to California.' Already celebrated for his 

travels to the 'holy cities' of the Old World, Burton made a 

pilgrimage in 1860 to Great Salt Lake City, taking the overland 

stage from St. Joseph, and after a few weeks among the 

Mormons, going on to San Francisco via the Comstock." - Carl 

Wheat. Flake/Draper 1029. Wagner/Camp 370:2. Howes B103. 

Sabin 9497. Wheat 1021. Woodward 29. Six-Guns 347.   

$925 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stansbury Report with Double Maps 

 

7- Stansbury, Howard. Exploration and survey of the valley of the 

Great Salt Lake of Utah, Including a Reconnoissance of a New Route 

through the Rocky Mountains. Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo & 

Company, 1852. First Edition. 487pp. Octavo [23 cm] Contemporary 

[original?] 3/4 brown calf over green cloth boards with the title on the 

backstrip. Fore edge marbled blue. Gentle wear to the corners of the 

boards otherwise near fine. 35 illustrations called for and 35 present. 

Lacks the illustration 'Cave on Fremont's Island', but the illustration 

'Gunnison's Island and Station from the North' appears twice, we 

believe this to be a binder's error. All four panoramic fold-outs are in 

fine condition. The illustrations are bound in between pages 267 and 

[268]. The 19 plates that accompany the Reptile, Insect and Plant 

sections are complete. Lacks the four Paleontology plates, we believe 

these were never bound in, and also a binder's error. Senate Issue. U.S. 

32d Cong. Special Sess. Senate. Ex. Doc. No. 3  

Both of the large maps: 'Map of a reconnoissance between Fort 

Leavenworth on the Missouri River, and the Great Salt Lake in the 

Territory of Utah' [173 cm x 73] and ' Map of the Great Salt Lake and 

adjacent country in the Territory of Utah' [76 cm x 108.5 cm] are bound 

in at the rear. A second set of original maps have been linen backed and 

are loose in a chemise that matches the monograph's binding. All four 

maps in nice condition. The two loose maps are bright and in very nice 

condition. We believe the purpose of this second set was to be used 

without the trouble of folding and unfolding, the maps that are bound in 

at the back of the monograph. 

Captain Stansbury commanded the detachment of the Army's 

Topographical Engineers which was directed in 1849 to explore and 

report on the Great Salt Lake Basin. Of particular interest were the 

newly established Mormon settlements, and the routes and passes through the Rockies for emigrants 

and possibly a railroad. 

According to Wheat: "A good many details were added for the country lying between the established 

Oregon-California trail and Fremont's return from California in 1844, and these, together with the new 

cartography of the Great Salt Lake region, make the Stansbury expedition map one of the most 

important of its decade." 

This is the nicest set of this landmark work that we have ever handled. Flake/Draper 8359. Fales & Flake 

53. Moffatt 25, 26. Wheat 764, 765. Auerbach 1255. Wagner/Camp 219:2. Eberstadt 115:1054. 

Scallawagiana 45. Howes S884. Graff 3947. Sabin 90372. Best of the West 127. 

$1,825 



First Salt Lake Hymnal 

 

8- [The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints]. Sacred Hymns 

and Spiritual Songs for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 

Saints. Salt Lake City: George Q. Cannon, 1871. 432pp. Trigesimo-

secundo (32mo) [13 cm] Blind stamped black sheep with title and 

bands with light gilt stamping. Contemporary name on front 

pastedown, otherwise fine. 

A beautiful copy of the first hymnal printed in Salt Lake City by the 

LDS Church, more than thirty years after first arriving in the Great 

Basin. Rare in this condition. 

"This edition is the first published in Utah Territory, and possesses 

one distinctive peculiarity - it is not only printed and bound at the 

Church Printing Office, but the type in which it appears has been 

manufactured here. This issue differs from the two which precede 

it in one respect only, there have been fourteen hymns added to 

the collection; they, however are placed in the last part of the 

book, so as not to interfere with the use of the other editions in 

common with this. That this little work may accomplish the object 

for which it is designed, and prove a source of joy and consolation 

to the Saints, is the earnest prayer of Your brother, George Q. 

Cannon." - from the Preface. Flake/Draper 1772. Chism 74. Sabin 

74797.   

$3,650 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



First LDS Psalmody 

 

9- Careless, George; Ebenezer Beesley, 

Joseph J. Daynes, Evan Stephens and 

Thomas C. Griggs. The Latter-Day Saints' 

Psalmody. A Collection of Original Tunes. 

Composed and Compiled by the 

following Committee: G. Careless, E. 

Beesley, J.J. Daynes, E. Stephens, T.C. 

Griggs, Also Embracing Compositions of 

Other Well Known Composers, together 

with a Number of Old and Familiar 

Tunes. Specially Arranged for this Work, 

Providing Music for Every Hymn in the 

L.D.S. Hymn Book. Salt Lake City: The 

Deseret News Company, 1889. First 

Edition. [316pp.] Quarto [26.5 cm] 1/2 

black cloth over printed paper covered 

boards. Better than very good. Gentle 

rubbing to boards and extremities. 

Advertisement for books for sale from the 

Deseret News Company. Variant boards. 

Rare first edition of the L.D.S. Psalmody 

that contains music and lyrics for 330 

faith-promoting songs. I have not 

encountered a first edition of this work as 

nice as this copy. 

"The origination (by the approval of the 

late President John Taylor) and completion 

(to the acceptance of the First Presidency 

of the Church) of this the largest and most 

important musical work yet published in 

Utah, has been to the undersigned a labor 

of love and principle. Our aim has been to present a suitable and acceptable tune for every hymn in the 

Latter-day Saints' Hymn Book. We have been materially aided by the contributions of those who have so 

readily placed their appreciated compositions at our disposal. The original music, with some few 

exceptions, is the production of 'our mountain home' composers." - Compilers' Preface. Flake/Draper 

1787.   

$2,850 

 



Second LDS Psalmody 

 

10- Careless, George; Ebenezer Beesley, Joseph J. Daynes, 

Evan Stephens and Thomas C. Griggs. The Latter-Day Saints' 

Psalmody. A Collection of Original Tunes. Composed and 

Compiled by the following Committee: G. Careless, E. 

Beesley, J.J. Daynes, E. Stephens, T.C. Griggs, Also Embracing 

Compositions of Other Well Known Composers, together 

with a Number of Old and Familiar Tunes. Specially 

Arranged for this Work, Providing Music for Every Hymn in 

the L.D.S. Hymn Book. Salt Lake City: The Deseret News 

Company, 1896. Second Edition. [310pp.] Quarto [25.5 cm] 

3/4 black leather over purple cloth boards. Title gilt stamped 

on the front board and backstrip. Near fine. Minor rubbing to 

the corners of the boards. Elaborate contemporary signature 

on the front free endsheet. 

Nice copy of the second edition of the L.D.S. Psalmody that 

contains music and lyrics for 353 faith-promoting songs. 

"The origination (by the approval of the late President John 

Taylor) and completion (to the acceptance of the First 

Presidency of the Church) of this the largest and most 

important musical work yet published in Utah, has been to the 

undersigned a labor of love and principle. Our aim has been to 

present a suitable and acceptable tune for every hymn in the 

Latter-day Saints' Hymn Book. We have been materially aided 

by the contributions of those who have so readily placed their 

appreciated compositions at our disposal. The original music, 

with some few exceptions, is the production of 'our mountain 

home' composers." - Compilers' Preface. Flake/Draper 1788.  

$1,750 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



First RLDS Hymnal 

 

                                        

11- Smith [III], Joseph; Mark H. Forscutt, David H. Smith and Norman W. Smith. The Saints' Harp: A 

Collection of Hymns and Spiritual Songs for Public and Private Devotion. Lamoni, IA: Reorganized 

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 1870. 792pp. Duodecimo [17.5 cm] Full leather with gilt 

stamped borders and decorations to boards with the title gilt stamped on the backstrip. All edges gilt. 

Very good. Boards have been reattached. Name in ink on endsheets. Gentle overall wear with rubbing to 

extremities of boards. Preface dated 1871. 

Presumed deluxe edition with larger margins and decorative borders to all pages not in Flake/Draper. I 

find four institutional holdings for this larger deluxe edition (LDS CHL, Yale, CoC, Chicago Hist. Mus.) Rare. 

"In presenting this compilation of original and selected Hymns to the church, we do not claim that it is 

free from defects; nor do we expect that it will be received without censure from some; but we 

nevertheless believe it to be very far superior to any of its predecessors, and better adapted to the wants 

of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints than any other published. In preparing the present 

volume, we have used the utmost care, and spared no labor necessary to provide a book of hymns that 

should be sufficiently expressive of our faith, and yet preserve that emotional spirit without which the 

best effort is but artistic and cold." - from the Preface   

$2,750 



With Helps Section 

 

12- Smith, Joseph [Joel Ricks]. The Book of Mormon: An Account 

Written by the Hand of Mormon, upon Plates taken from the 

Plates of Nephi (BOUND WITH) Helps to the Study of the Book of 

Mormon. Independence, MO: Zion's Printing & Publishing 

Company, [1916]. First Independence Edition. 623+88pp. 

Sextodecimo [17 cm] Black cloth with blind stamped borders to 

the boards and 'Book of Mormon with Helps' gilt stamped on the 

backstrip. Very good. Light wear to the boards with binder's tape 

to the front and rear hinge. 

Nice early twentieth century cloth copy of The Book of Mormon 

with Ricks' 'Help' bound in as issued. The Helps section contains 30 

plates and four-color double-page maps. We are unable to locate 

the number of these that were bound together, but we believe the 

number to be small as this is not something we've encountered 

previously. According to Sabin: "Some copies of the first 

[Independence] edition have bound at the end, 'Helps to the study 

of the Book of Mormon,' prepared by Joel Ricks, and printed for 

him, 88 pages, beside 48 pages of woodcuts and two double page 

maps. Mr. Ricks was alone responsible for copies so bound." 

The complete title to the 'Helps' section is: 'Helps to The Study of 

the Book of Mormon. Comprising An account of the finding of the 

records, and their translation, with a brief review of the evidences 

of their authenticity. A Subject Index and Chronology with Maps 

and cuts, illustrating the geography and characteristics of Nephite 

lands by Joel Ricks.  

"The purpose of this booklet is to tell the story of the finding of the 

plates which contained the record, and how they were translated; 

to explain the complicated arrangement of the book; to fix the 

location of its lands and cities, and to sketch briefly its claims to 

authenticity. We hope the explanations given, and the maps 

presented, will enable one to read more intelligently, and to 

understand better, the contents of the book." - Preface for 'Helps.' 

Flake/Draper 688a (BoM), 7270 (Helps). Sabin 83105.   

                                                                                                                                                                          $2,000 

 

 

 



Whitmerite Book of Mormon 

 

13- Smith, Joseph. The Nephite Records: An Account 

Written by the Hand of Mormon upon the Plates Taken 

from the Plates of Nephi. [Kansas City, MO]: Church of 

Christ (Whitmerite), 1899. First Edition. 721pp. 

Sextodecimo [16.5 cm] Black cloth with blind stamped 

borders to boards and title gilt stamped on the backstrip. 

Very good. Light rubbing to extremities, more so at 

corners. Hinges shaken with some gentle overall wear to 

boards. 

This edition is based on the 1830 Book of Mormon. 

“Publication of this edition of the Book of Mormon fulfilled 

one of the most cherished ambitions of the Whitmerite 

church. Almost all of the lesser Mormon churches have felt 

it an indignity to be dependent upon the Utah and 

Reorganized churches for the text of a scripture they hold 

in equal reverence with the Bible, but only three of the 

churches have been able to get out editions of their own.” 

- Dale Morgan.  

This is only the second time that we have handled this title. 

Rare. Morgan III 61. Sabin 83071. Flake/Draper 631. 

$3,000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



LDS Nauvoo Periodical 

 

14- Taylor, John. The Times and 

Seasons. Containing a Compendium of 

Intelligence Pertaining to the 

Upbuilding of the Kingdom of God 

and the Signs of the Times, Together 

with a Great Variety of Useful 

Information, in Regard to the 

Doctrines, History, Principles, 

Persecutions, Deliverances and 

Onward Progress of the Church of 

Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. 

Volume IV (4), V (5) and VI(6). 

Nauvoo, IL: Taylor and Woodruff, 

1843-46. Vols. 4-6. 70 Issues. 1135pp. 

Octavos [23 cm] All three volumes are 

differently bound in period 1/2 leather 

over marbled boards. Backstrip to 

volume 4 has been rebacked with new 

brown sheep. Some foxing to contents 

and a handful of instances of 

underlining and marginalia. 

"When the Mormons began to 

evacuate Far West in October 1838, 

the press and type were buried in the 

front yard of one of the Saints. The 

following spring they were dug up and 

hauled to Nauvoo for service in the new Mormon city. In November 1839, the first number of the official 

Mormon organ during the Nauvoo period, the Times and Seasons, came off the transplanted Far West 

press. Maintaining the size and format of the Messenger and Advocate, the Times and Seasons, was a 

monthly for the first year and semimonthly thereafter." - Mormon Fifty. 

"One cannot hope to understand the Nauvoo period of Mormonism without the Times and Seasons. 

More than its predecessors, it captures the spirit of the Latter-day Saints as it chronicles their day-to-day 

efforts to spread their message and gather the converted. Its pages reflect the optimism which fueled the 

building of the City of Joseph and the sorrow which accompanied its abandonment." - Crawley 60. 

 The latter half of the print run of this influential and important LDS periodical. Mormon Fifty 11. 

Scallawagiana 16. Eberstadt 113:321, 322. Woodward 276. Auerbach 1323, 1324. Streeter 2271. 

Flake/Draper 8955. Crawley 60   

$13,250 



Early British LDS Mission Periodical 

 

 

 

15- Edited by Parley P. Pratt, Thomas Ward, Orson Hyde, Orson Spencer, Orson Pratt, F.D. Richards and 

S.W. Richards. The Latter-Day Saints Millennial Star (First Fifteen Volumes). Manchester & Liverpool: 

[British Mission of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints], May, 1840 - December, 1853. Vol. 1-

15. Octavos [20 - 22 cm] Various period bindings in leather and cloth. Most volumes very good or better. 

First 15 volumes of the important British Mission periodical complete with 'Awful Assassination' and the 

supplement to Volume 15 announcing the practice of polygamy 

"The Millennial Star is the longest running LDS periodical, published continuously for 130 years until it 

was discontinued in 1970 with the overhaul of all of the LDS magazines. Inaugurated by the Twelve at 

the beginning of their great mission to England, its first editor was Parley Pratt who labored alone on the 

magazine until June 1842 when he was joined by a British convert Thomas Ward. Ward became editor 

and publisher in November 1842, serving until October 1846 when he was replaced by Orson Hyde, 

president of the British Mission. Thereafter, the British Mission president assumed the editorship of the 

Star.  

Initially the Star was a monthly. With the issue of June 15, 1845 (vol. 6, no. 1), it was changed to a 

semimonthly and continued as such until April 24, 1852 (vol. 14 no. 9) when it was issued weekly. It 

remained a weekly until, 1943, when it was changed back to a monthly. 

Even though the Star was published primarily for the members of the Church in England, it is an 

important record of the progress of the whole of Mormonism, especially of the nineteenth century Utah 

church. 'But for this publication,' notes H.H. Bancroft, 'it would be impossible to fill the gaps which occur 

in the record of the Mormon people.' (History of Utah, 407)." - Mormon Fifty 14. Mormon Imprints 21 

('Awful Assassination'), 39 (Volume 15 Supplement on polygamy). Flake/Draper 4779. Crawley 71.   

$15,000 


